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Brahms' s Academic Festiaal Oaerture
and the Comic Modes

As different as the aims and methods of'statistics and
aesthetics may be, the disciplines at times converge. A
recent study by Siegfried Kross of the performances of
Brahms's larger works during the last decade of the nine-
teenth century tells us something about the Acad,emicFesti-
oal Oaefture, Op. 80, that we might have already intuited
from its generally sunny tone. Between 1890 and 1902 the
Oaerturewas one of Brahms's most often presented orches-
tral works; only the Requiem rivaled it in frequency of
performance. Its 180-odd renditions in the principal Euro-
pean musical centers represent almost twice the number
accorded to thework'smore sombercompanion piece, the
Tragic Overture,Op.8l. And the populariry of the Academic
Festiual Ousrturewith audiences today shows no signs of abating.

But popularity can exact a price. Occasional works such
as the Academic Festiaal Ouerture-conceived in the summer
of 1880 at the behest of Bernhard Scholz to mark Brahms's
receipt of an honorary doctorate from the University of
Breslau-often eschew the esoteric dimension that goes
hand in hand with the nineteenth century's prevailing
aesthetic of autonomy. Both the anonymous reviewer for
the Allgemeine musihalische 7*itung (after a performance in
Leipzig on I 3January 1 881 ) ancl the author of a short piece
for the Musical Tirnes (l May 1 881 ) on the arrangement for
piano four-hands agreed that the Acad,emic Festiaal Oaenure
was a more accessible but less important work than its
"tragic" counterpart. But since the late nineteenth century
the composition has been greeted by a deafening critical
silence. In spite of the upsurge of analytical studies devoted
to Brahms's works in recent decades, the Oaerture'sidiosyn-
cratic sonata structure, replete with introductory para-
graphs of exceptional breadth and a rhapsodically ex-
ecuted reprise, has figured little in critical discussions.

Hence we are faced with a paradox: the same factors that
have contributed to the Oaerture's ready acceptance in the
concert hall are also responsible for the circumspection of
serious commentators. Furthermore, the high-spirited
tone of the work seems at odds with received opinion on
Brahms's musical persona. Nietzsche's harsh condemna-
tion of Brahms's output as a manifestation of "the melan-
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choly of impotence" has been transformed into a milder
assessment that views these works as products of a serious-
minded and musically economical temperament. None-
theless, a residue from the philosopher's charge is still very
much a part of the popular wisdom on Brahms. Then too,
the comic side of nineteenth-century German musical art
remains a littleexplored and difficult topic. Schumann
homed in on the problem in a letter of l5 March I 839 to his
Belgian admirer Simonin de Sire: "It's unfortunate that
there are no good and appropriate words at hand in the
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(Brahms and the Comic Modes, continued)

French language for precisely those peculiarities and con-
cepts that are most deeply rooted in the German national
spirit, such as the genial (or rapturous) and for humor

[ "das Gemutliche (Schwiirmerische) und Iiir den Humor"] ,
the latter being the happy union of the genial and the witty

["Gemritlich und Witzig"]. But this situation is bound up
with the whole character of both nations."

Schumann goes on to sing the praises of his favorite writer,

Jean Paul, and I would Iike to enlist this most idiorymcratic of
poets to help us in opening an interpretive window onto the
comic side of Brahms's style as evincedinthe AcadnnicFestival
Ouerture. WhyJean Paul? In the first place, the comic modes
thatwere consigned to the appendices of neo-classical treatises
on aesthetics take center stage for the author of theFlegeljahre
(1804/05). His Vorschule dn Asthetik (1804/1813/1825)
gives primacy of place to a studied (and highly amusing)
dissection of a wide array of comic categories: the ridicu-
lous, satire, humor, irony, the lyric comic, and wit. And
secondly, the writings ofJean Paul occupied a significant
position in Brahms's cultural world. The commonplace
book from his youthful Dusseldorf days, the Schatzkiistlein
des jungen lheisln (March 1854), includes more quotations
fromJean Paul than from any other author. Brahms's copy
of the l84O/42 complete edition of the poet's works (a
Christmas gift from Clara Schumann) is full of corrected
misprins and marginal jottings. Richard Heuberger reports
that near the end of his life, "Brahms . . . raved passionately
aboutJean Paul. He said that we ybung people knew this
man far too little, [and] that there was much splendid stuff
in his works. " This is not to suggest thatthe AcademicFestiaal
Oaerture translates a poetic theory into tones, but rather
thatJean Paul's anatomy of the comic modes might facili-
tate our definition of the comic side of Brahms's genius.

There are few traces ofJean Paulian satire, or the "mor-
alizing" comic, in Brahms's Ouerture. The sarcasm and
mockery associated with this mode give way to a gentler
irony (or "objective" comic mode) already signaled in the
title of the work. Interestingly enough, Brahms's corre-
spondence from between 1880 and 1884 indicates that the
title, in his own words, "didn't exactly please him." Butafter
considering other possibilities-"Studentenlieder Over-
ture," 'Janissary Overture," 'Viadrana Overture" (the latter
a reference to Breslau's Oder River)-he seems to have
stuckwith the original'Academic Festival Overture." As it
stands, the title resonates with the inscription on Brahms's
doctoral diploma, where he is hailed as "the greatest living
German master of the strict musical style." And it is precisely
in Brahms's approach to the "strict" or "academic" musical
style, that is to the art of counterpoint, that the irony of his
Oaerture emerges. IfJean Paul defined irony as a kind of
"feigned seriousness," then this phrase neatly describes the
impression created by the work's opening, where a four-
measure march tune is answered at the upper fifth, though
the absence of a counterpoint to the second phrase rapidly
destroys the illusion offugal procedure. Similarly, the canonic
elaboration of the popular song "Was kommt dort von der
Hoh" dissolves into a string of parallel thirds after two

measures (bars 157-58). Brahms's response to his honorary
degree discloses the hand of a magisterwho demonstrates his
command over the strict style by casting it in an ironic light.

Humor (or the romantic comic) is no doubt the key
player inJean Paul's anatomy of the comic modes. Viewed
as a universal principle of contrast (between finitude and
the infinite, idealism and realism, body and soul), humor
may take on a "sensuous," "totalizing," "annihilating," or
"subjective" form. ForJean Paul, humorous sensuousness
requires a plenitude of colorful and contrasting images
fancifully grouped. Brahms draws his images from a stock
of popular tunes and student songs: the Rdk6czi March;
August von Binzer's Burs c hens chaftslied of 7 8l9, "wir hatten
gebauet ein stattliches Haus"; the Landesaater tune "Alles
schweige! Jeder neige"; the Fuchslied, or freshman initia-
tion song, "Was kommt dort von der Hoh"; and the well-
known hymn "Gaudeamus igitur." The "sensuous" aspect
of the Oaerture was at first a source of consternation for
Elisabet von Herzogenberg, ever one of Brahms's most
astute critics, who wrote in a letter of December 1880: "I am
the dullest of mortals, and the form bothered me at first
because of its long introduction; also I found it difficult,
with all those different themes, to sort out everything in due
order." Aswe will see, the thematic luxuriance (or humor-
ous sensuousness) that Brahms took as his point of depar-
ture likewise served as the chief problem for which the
overall shape of the Ounturerepresents a brilliant solution.
"Humorous totality" and "annihilating humor" are closely
related inJean Paul's explication of the comic modes. In
both cases, the poet sets the "smallworld" against the "great

world" (asJean Paul himself waswont to do in his novels),
so that "a kind of laughter, containing pain and greatness,
issues forth." Taken by itself, the teasing Fuchslied (which
figures in the closing group of the Oaerture's exposition) is
little more than an example of the low comic or the
burlesque. But Brahms's treatment of the tune brings it in
touch with "totalizing" or "annihilating" humor insofar as
we sense a marked cleft berween the melody's whimsical
character and the sophisticated elaboration it undergoes
in bars 157-234. Here the unassurning melody becomes the
subject of a series of cantus firmzrs variations, frrst with the
tune in the treble, next in the bass, then combined with a
lyric countermelody, and finally restored to the treble.

The split between "high" style and "low" content (or
"small" and "great" worlds) recurs at a larger level as the
motivating force behind Brahms's self-imposed composi-
tional challenge: the mediation of popularizing medley
and symphonic allegro. The Overture to Franzvon Suppe's
operetta Flotte Bursche (which, like Brahms's Academic Festi-
ual Oaerture, calls on a series ofjolly student songs) is an
enchanting if slight potpourri. Brahms, the "totalizing" hu-
morist, rises above the medley principle embodied in Supp6's
Overture by situating his materials in an unusually imposing
design. A broadly unfolding three-key exposition (moving
from C minor / major through E to G) is complemented by a
similarly conceived response, its initial stages marked by
the fusion of developmental and recapitulatory tenden-
cies. To be sure, the resultant binary structure constitutes
one of Brahms' s favorite sonata forms. Usuallv reserved for
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the finales ofworks of a more serious character (such as the
Piano Quintet, Op. 34,the C-minor String Quartet, Op. 51,
no. l, and the First Symphony, Op. 68) , is employrnent here
perhaps contains an element of the "parodistic display of
the self'thatJean Paul associateswith "humorous subjectivity. "
But if Brahms's indulgence in selFparody remains open to
debate, his humorous rethinking of the design of the Tragic
Ouerture, which is likewise cast as a large binary form with
"conflated" development and recapitulation, is beyond ques-
tion. "One cries; the other laughs," Brahms said of his Tragic
and Academic l-estiaalOvertures. We are now in a position
to understand that their relationship as tragedy and satyr
play is articulated not only by surface differences in ethosbtt
also by the composer's parodistic handling of musical form.

Jean Paul rounds outhis poetics of the comic modeswith
an analysis of wit, the social power or intellectual faculty
whereby new relationships are created by comparing re-
mote or previously disconnected terms. The wifty turn of
phrase,Jean Paul claims, "should hit us with a downpour
instead of a drizzle." Such is the effect of a most peculiar
property of the s1'ntax of Brahms's Ouerture its presentation
of the same materials in a variety of orders. At the first
joyous outburst of C major in the exposition (bars 88ff.),
segments of the opening march are answered by corre-
sponding phrases from the Burschenschaftslied "Wir hatten
gebauet ein stattliches Haus." In the recapitulation, the
sequence is precisely reversed, so that the student song
takes the lead (bars 290ff. ) . Brahms's forging of a new, witty
relationship between his materials transforms a mere jux-
taposition (characteristic of the medley principle) into a
disclosure of multiple functional possibilities.

The highest form of wit, in Jean Paul's estimation, is
figurative wit. He explains: 'Just as there is no absolute
sign, for each sign is also a thing, so in the finite realm there
is no absolute thing, since each entity has meaning and
signifies something; hence mankind points to the divine,
and nature to the human image." The infinitely significa-
tive potential of music has inspired some writers to posit a
program for Brahms' s AcademicFestiaal Ooature. lnl(albeck's
view, the parade of student songs, their transformation and
development, and their culmination in "Gaudeamus igitur"
represent the overthrow of an older, oppressive regime by
a youthful, enlightened order. Sirpilarly, Brahms noted in
1885 that "the academic overture Isic] . . . has nothing to do
with my miserable doctorate, but rather takes off from
around 1809 lcould he have meant 1819, the date of the
Karlsbad Decrees and the dissolution of the Student
League?l and goes through the best and worst times for
students and Burschenschaft alike."

Although the mixture of nationalism and Schuiirmtreiin
both accounts may seem somewhat naive, we need not
dismiss them altogether. AsJean Paul reminds us, it is in
the very nature of "annihilating humor" to celebrate free-
dom by inverting social ranks and moral values. In this
view, comedy represents a motion from a society governed
by arbitrary laws and constraints to a utopian state in which
youth and liberry prevail. Thus comic structure turns on a
point of discovery (or anagnorisis, Aristotle's term for the
moment of recognition or discovery in a drama) whereby
troublesome obstacles are overcome as a prelude to an
obligatory ritual of celebration. Brahms's Academic Festiaal
Ouerture replicates the spirit if not the substance of Jean
Paul's comic mythos. Each portion of its binary form spans
an arch from C minor to C rnajor, the second half even
more emphatically than the first. The design as a whole-
an exposition with developmentally enriched response-
likewise projects a comic overcoming of the minor mode.
This interpretation helps to account for the oddly bifur-
cated recapitulation: the C-minor tutti reprise of the open-
ing march ideaversus its C-major apotheosis about a dozen
bars later. Specifically, the earlier passage functions as the
minor-mode foil to the subsequent moment of comic
discovery. And finally, the definitive resolution of the
comic dialectic comes with a celebratory ritual, aptly sug-
gested by Brahms's stylized presentation of thejubilant and
uplifting "Gaudeamus igitur. "

Jean Paul noted that the best humorists often "come
from a melancholypeople." This is no doubt a variation on
one of his favorite themes, the notion that comedy cannot
exist in an unadulterated form, that "gravity itself is a
condition ofjest." Our brief critique of the comic impulse
in Brahms's Academic Festiztal Oaerture lends more than a
modicum of support to this point of view.

John Daverio

Professor Daaerio, who joined the Board of Directors of the
American Brahms Society in 1993, is a membn of thefaculty of the
School for the Arts at Boston Uniaersity. He is the author of
Nineteenth-Century Music and the German Romant ic
Ideology, recently published, b1 Schinner Books.
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The Geiringer Scholarship Fund
Our Goal is in Sight!

The $20,000 goal of the Karl Geiringer Scholarship Fund
Drive-the amount needed for full endowment of an an-
nual scholarship of $1,000-is at last coming into sight.
Contributions to the Geiringer Scholarship Fund so far this
year have totalled $1,417, increasing our endowment to

#15,437 and bringing our effortjust past t}re 75Vo mark.
Most of these contributions have been from ABS mem-

bers, who have again responded generously to the appeal
they received with their membership renewal notices. A
contribution of $290 has been received from the members
of the Japan Brahms Society and a donation of $87 was
made by G. Henle/USA as the result of a special discount
offer on the sale of Henle Urtext editions of Brahms' s works
to members of the ABS.

If you have ptrt off making a contribution (or an addi-
tional donation!) to the Geiringer Scholarship Fund, now
is the time to do so. (You may use the membership form on
page 11 of this Newsletter.)

Experience the joy of knowing thai you have helped the
best and brightest young Brahms scholars to launch their
careers. The record ofpapers delivered and articles pub-
lished by past recipients of the Geiringer Scholarship at-
tests to the high calibre of our winners. The financial
support provided by this award-coming, as it does, right at
the end ofwork on the doctoral degree, when funds are
typically running low-is timely, and the professional rec-
ognition the scholarship affords helps to focus attention on
the work of these aspiring scholars as they seek their first
academic positions.

To succeed, we need your support. Please join us in our
effort with a generous contribution, and help to put us
"over the top."

Cutrent Balance

#15,437

Endowment

Goal

ff20,000

Fourth Annual Geiringer
Scholarship Awarded

The American Brahms Society is pleased to announce

that Dillon Parmer, of the Eastman School of Music, has

been named to receive the Society's fourth Karl Geiringer

Scholarship in Brahms Studies. This award, in the amount

of $1,000, wi l l  be used to support the cornplet ion of Mr.

Palmer's dissertat ion on "Brahms the Programrnatic,"

about which he writes:

My work begins with a critical evaluation of the aesthetic and
ideological frameworks underpinning recent proposals that
Brahms's music is rather less abstract than previously thought.
Through a careful reading of key texts from the era of ne<>
romanticism, I argue that program music is a qpe of absolute
music in which composers attempt to control or direct understand-
ing of a work by prescribing some extramusical object (such as a
novel or painting) for the listener to take into account during an
audition of the composition in question. I evaluate the extent to
which such interpretive control can be inferred in Brahms's
compositional output, focusing on four different classes of works:
those forwhich Brahms himself provided suggestive titles or poetic
prefaces (e.g., certain movements from the piano sonateu), those
using symbolic motifs (e.g., Schurnann's "Clara cipher"), those
alluding to songs or other vocal-based music (such as the
"Regenlied" Sonata, Op. 78), and those which, as Brahms allowed
privately to friends, are associated with some external text (such as
the "Werther" Quartet, Op. 60).

Although the pictur-e of "Brahms the Programmatic" that
emerges fi'om this examination derives from only a small portion
of his ceuvre, the composer's contr ibution to the history of

the genre is much more substantial than is general ly bel ieved. A
study of this contribution within the framervork of newly proposed

definit ions of absolute and program music actual ly yields an
account of his music that could have re oercussions in the wider

Htlf us to mount these f,nal steps
in bold Brahmsian strides!

C ontribute generously !

$17.000

The Karl Geiringer
Scholarship in Brahms Studies

$l2,ooo
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musical and philosophical contexts in which these categories
continue to circulate.

Mr. Parmer holds the degrees of Bachelor of Music with
Gold Medal Honors in Music History and Master of Arts in
Musicology from the University of Western Ontario. At
Eastman, he is completing his doctoral degree with the
support of both a Sproul Fellowship and a Social Science
and Humanities Research Council Doctoral Fellowship. He
is currently a Lecturer in Musicology at the University of
Ottawa.

Competition for Fifth Annual
Geiringer Scholarship

The American Brahms Sociery is seeking candidates for
its Karl Geiringer Scholarship in Brahms Studies. The
Geiringer Scholarship is awarded annually, as meritorious
candidates present themselves. The competition is open to
students who are in the final stages of preparing a doctoral
dissertation on Brahms at a university in North America.
Only those projects that demonstrate significant original
thought and research will be considered competitive. The
decision on awarding the scholarship will rest with the
Board of Directors of the ABS.

Completed applications will consist of l) a cover letter,
including the applicant's address, phone number, and
institutional affiliation; 2) a concise description of the
project (no more than 500 words), in which the applicant's
methods and conclusions are stated clearly; and 3) a brief
account (no more than 250 words) detailing the aspect of
the project to be completed with assistance from the Geirin-
ger Scholarship, including travel plans, if appropriate.
These materials should be submitted, in triplicate, to
Professor David Brodbeck, Chairman of the Geiringer
Scholarship Committee, Departrnent of Music, University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, and must be post-
marked no later than 15 May 1994. The application must be
supported by two confidential letters o{'recommendation,
including one from the dissertation advisor; these should be
sent directly to the Chairman of the Geiringer Scholarship
Committee and must also be postmarked by 15 May. Final-
ists in the competition will be notif,red by lSJune and asked
to submit a sample chapter frorn their dissertation.

The winner of the 1994 Geiringer Scholarship will be
announced at the annual meeting of the Board of Directors
in November. Information about the prize-winner and his
or her dissertation will be published in the Spring 1995 issue
of this Newsletter.

Brahms Studies

A new volurne of Brahms Studies, edited by David
Brodbeck and published by the University of Nebraska
Press in affiliation with the American Brahms Society, is
scheduled to appear in November 1994. Its seven essays
cover Brahms's entire career, from his early days in the
Schumann household through the time of his final pub-

lished work. The collection begins with George Bozarth's
transcription and translation of Brahms's little-known
gathering of German proverbs, which the young composer
set down in March 1855, and whose contents may offer one
tool for making a fresh assessment of the youth's ethical
and moral sensibilities. David Brodbeck's examination of
the exchange of counterpoint exercises that sprang up
around this time between Brahms and his friend Joseph
Joachim uncovers evidence of Brahms's concern, not only
to develop hiscompositional craft, butto find expression of
his troubled entanglements with Robert and Clara
Schumann. The greatestwork to emerge from this period
of study and emotional turmoil is the D-Minor Piano
Concerto, the subject of a thoughtful analytical piece by

Joseph Dubiel.
The long and productive middle phase of Brahms's

career-running from the time of his "first maturity" in the
early 1860s to his announcement, in 1890, of his intended
retirement-is represented by two studies of the chamber
music. John Daverio finds relevant precedents for one of
Brahms's most characteri stic Mischformm, notinBeethoven
or Schubert (as has been supposed in the past), but in
Mozart,who provided models that he could appropriate in
a "romanticizing" gesture aimed at giving new life to sonata
form. Margaret Notley combines a number of approaches-
style-analytical, source study, Rczeptionsgeschicht*in her
critical account of the Cello Sonata in F Major, op. 99, in
which she relates certain peculiarities in style and structure
to the unusual genesis of the work.

The final two essays concern works from Brahms's last
period. In a study of the Intermezzo in E Minor, op. I19,
no. 2, that has important implications for performance
practice, Ira Braus argues that Brahms related the principal
sections of the piece by means of what would later be
termed a "metrical modulation" of 4:3. The volume con-
cludes with an essay on the last of the works published
during Brahms's lifetime, the Vier entste Gescinge, op. 121.
Here Daniel Beller-McKenna places the songs in a larger
cultural background; Brahms's choice, arrangement, and
settings of these Biblical texts, he suggests, can be read as
the aging composer's affirmation of Romantic Idealism in
the face of the Schopenhauerian pessimism that had been
taken up byWagner and others during the later nineteenth
century.

Plans for the next volume in the series are now under-
way, and potential contributions are sought in criticism,
analysis, theory, biography, archival and documentarystud-
ies, and interdisciplinary studies; translations of important
writings that have appeared in foreign languages also will
be considered. Typescripts should be double-spaced through-
outonSl/2xlI inch bond paper,with amplemargins; three
copies should be submitted. Authors whose articles are
accepted will be asked to submit their revised text on disk.
Prospective contributors should follow the practices of the
Chi cago Manual of Sty le, I 3th edi tion. Please address queries
and submissions to Professor David Brodbeck, Editor,
Brahms Studies, Department of Music, University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

David Brodbeck
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Recent Brahms Publications

The following books and papers on Brahms and his circle
have come to our attention since the last issue of this
Newsletter:

Heinz Becker. Brahms. Stuttgart and Weimar: VerlagJ. B.

Metzler, 1993. ISBM 3-476-00880-0.

An updated rersion of Becker's article on Brahms for The Nar Crroue
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1980) , translated into German.

Walter Frisch. The Early Worhs of Arnold Schoenberg 1893-

1908. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1993. ISBN 0-520-07819-5.

This first full-scale account of Schoenberg's earlv tonal works
beginswith achapter on "Schoenberg and the BrahmsTradition,
1893-1897" which views Brahms's songs and instrumental music
as providing a context for Schoenberg's extant early composi-
tional efforts (piqces fbr solo and for four-hand piano; a Presto
and a Scherzo for string quarteq the first movement of a Ser-
enade and a Gavotte and Musette for string orchestra; the D
major String Quartet; and twenty-eight songs, including a setting
of Paul Heyse's Waldesnacht,which Brahrns setfor mixed choir as
Op. 62 No. 3). Subsequent chapters provide critical analyses of
Schoenberg's sett ings of the poems by Richard Dehmel (1899),
Verkkirte Nachl (Op. a), the Gunelieder, Pelleas und. Melisande (op.
5), the First and Second String Quartets (Opp. 7 and l0), and the
First and Second Chamber Symphonies (Opp. I and 38).

CerdNauhaus, ed. Thz ManingeDin:rits oflbfurt U Clnra Schumann.

Translated, with a preface, by Peter Ostrvald. Boston: North-

eastem University Press, 1993. ISBN l-55553-17\-7

An elegantly produced volume containing the entries Robert
and Clara Schumann made in their common diary from the time
of their marriage in September 1840 until their trip to Russia in
1844, supplementwith Robert Schumann's descriptions of Russian
customs and the poems he wrote in Moscow.

Ruth A. Solie, ed. Musicobg and Dilferrnce: Gmdcr and Sexuality

in Music Scholarship. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of

California Press, 1993. ISBN 0-52M7927-2.

Susan McClary. "Narrative Agendas in 'Absolute Music': Identity
and Difference in Brahms's Third Symphony," pp. 326-344.

Nancy B. Reich. "Women as Musicians: A Question of Class," pp.
725-146 (including a discussion of the career of Clara Schumann).

Elizabeth Wood. "Lesbian Fugue: Ethel Smyth's Contrapuntal
Att," pp. 164-183 (including a discussion of Smyth and the
Herzogenbergs).

Michael Mickelmann. Brahms: N. Slmphonie e-Moll Op. 98.
Meisterwerke der Musik, Heft 56. Munich: Wilhelm Fink

Verlag, 1991. ISBN 3-7705-2637-6.

Richard Louis Zimdars, ed. and trans. "Brahms." ln The
Piano Master Classes of Hans aon Biilow: Two Participants'
Accounts. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993.

The comments made by pianist and conductor Hans von Bulow
(1830-94) during a series ofmaster classes conducted in Frank-
furt, 1884-87, and recorded by Theodor Pfeiffer andJos6Vianna
da Motta include remarks on the performance of Brahms's three
piano sonatas (Opp. 1,2,5), the Scherzo (Op.4), the Ballades
(Op. 10), the Handel Variations (Op. 2a), the A-minor Inter-
mezzi (Op. 76 No. 7), and the two Rhapsodies (Op. 79).

Brahms, a Master of
lnstrumentation

The spirited interpretations of Brahms's four symphonies by
Felix Weingartner conducting the London Symphony and
Lond,on Philharmonic Orchestras (1938-40), reissued in
1992 on the Centaur label (CRC 2124, 2128) and accom-
panied by an. insightful essay on Weingartner and Brahms
by Peter J.  Rabinowitz,  haue inspired a search for
Weingartner's uritings on Brahm.s. Weingartner's recollec-
tions about his encounters with Brahms are preserued in his
m,emoirs, published, i,n English b1 Marguerite Wolff as Bluf-
fets and Rewards: A Music ian's Reminiscences (Lon-
don: Hutchinson €9 Co., 1937), and his final assessment of
Brahms's position as a symphonic composer appeared in the third,
reuised. edition of his extended essay "Die Symphonie nach
Beethoven " (Breztkopf €l Hdrtel, 1909; trans. b1 H. M. Schott,
in Weingartner on Music & Conducting: Three Essays by
Felix Weingartner Frlezu Yorh: Douer Publications, 19591).
Additionally, in an article penned in December 1904 for the
Allegemeine Musik-Zeitung (lahrgang 3 2 / 1 ; Berlin, 6 Janu-
ary 1905; pp. 3-5), Weingartner rose to the defense of Brahms's
manner of orchestration. The anonlmous English translation of
Weingartner's " Brahms, ein Mei ster der Instrumentation skunst "
that we reprint here was published in'fhe New Music Review
and Church Music Review (Neu York. Noaello U Co.) in March
1905 (pp. 137-140).

Il 
-y 

essay, "The Symphony Since Beethoven," I have
written much about Brahms, expressing opinions which I
no longer entertain. I have used the opportuniiy offered
by two translations of this essay to add a footnote to it,
declaring that I regard it as only honorable publicly to
acknowledge my mistake. I am now awaiting the time
when a th i rd German edi t ion wi l l  be cal led for  to
submit my remarks on this subject to a thorough revision.
What it was that alienated a great number of young musi-
cians from Brahms, even causing some of us to take a
position of active hostiliry toward him, shall be discussed
later. To-day I wish only to combat one of those special
criticisms which are always recurring in the same form and
against the same person, though with slight differences in
detail, and which I have elsewhere characterized as "pill-
box criticism." Let the following illustration explain this
wordr A row of pill-boxes bearvarious catch words as labels
which some aesthetic drug clerk has colle cted, mostly from
dictionaries of foreign languages; and, in moments when
he was not watched, pasted them on. Open these pil l-
boxes, and they are empty; but the catchword is enough to
make up a prescription by means of which the composer
under discussion may be drugged either with a foaming
elixir of fame or with an insidious draught of calumny.
Such catchword labels are today, for instance, "epigonal,"
applied to perfection of form, euphony, melodiousness;
"individual," to ugliness, diffuseness, frivolity; "impotence, "
to inventive powers; "impressionism," to defective knowl-
edge; "decadence," to laziness in searching out what is not
decadent. etc.. etc.
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Felix Weingartner conducting in l9l2

To return to Brahms, his works have attained such a
power of impressing their listeners that even the most
modern of the moderns can no longer openly ignore him,
although the feeling of cool esteem, mingled often with
aversion, may not in those circles have turned into love, as
it has in my case. In general, however, people have learned
to know that his "German Requiem" can claim a place
beside works of the very highest rank; that, like the old
masters, he was at his profoundest in his chamber music;
that his C Minor Symphony, though not the Tenth of
Beethoven, which Beethoven alone could have written, is
something more valuable, the first of Brahms; and, finally,
a beginning is made of understanding him only when he is
regarded, not as the "third B," but independent of those
other two giants, with whom Von Bulow's alliterative epi-
gram has inseparably linked him.

But stay! As I am trying to think of words properly to
express his importance, a pill-box, one of those just men-
tioned, comes into my hands. Of course it has its label, too.
On itarewritten two shortwords- "Doesn't 'sound."' Two
criticisms have been evolved from them with amazing
promptness. One, that is heard whispered even in the
circles of Brahms' admirers, has the likeness of a sigh, and

runs: "His music is certainly beautiful: too bad that it does
not'sound' better." The other is uncompromising and
harsh: "Brahms' instrumentation is bad." Let us examine
the matter a little more closely. "Doesn't 'sound."' Why
not? Because it does not sound like "Tristan." or like
"Queen Mab?" "His instrumentation is bad." Perhaps
because his scores look different from Wagner's or those of
the modern fireworks composers? But consider what the
facts are about our muchJauded instrumentation, that has
been brought to such a magnificent stage that composers
often forge t to compose on account of their instrumenta-
tion. Open a number of new scores. After we have taken
in the title, and in many cases the "programme" besides, we
find, as the first ear-mark they have in common, in imita-
tion of the "Nibelung" scores, a special page with the
detailed catalogue of the requisite instrumental forces of
the orchestra, in the largest variety, and the greatest pos-
sible numbers. Next, corresponding to these, is a vast
number of staves, so that to read them all is like climbing up
and down a ladder. Third, every moment comes a compli-
cated division of the string quintet into manyparts. Fourth,
a constant succession of harp glissandos. Fifth, a continual
employment of stopped tones by the horns and trumpets.
Sixth, loud, often uninterrupted participation of the un-
musical noise-making percussion instruments. Seventh, a
remarkable disposition to push all the instruments into
their highest possible registers where they hardly produce
tone, but rather a shrill scraping, squeaking and whistling.
Eighth, and, finally, the working up of all these dissonant
sounds into a wild roar, which permits of no musical
articulation because it is nothin[ 

-ore 
than a hellish

outburst, in which what is played does not signi$r.
If any one should rise up, at a momentwhen such floods

of boiling sulphuric acid are pouring into the listener's
ears, and ask, in accents of sincerity that should elicit a
sincere reply, whether it is really an elevating experience to
endure this martyrdom, a thousand voices would thunder
out a "no," even though one faction reiterated its assurance
that only thus could the nerves of hearing be brought to the
enjoyrnent of progressive art. Truly a fearful means!

But are not those who thus throw together all obtainable
orchestral effects at once, in order to outbid themselves
and others with the most far-fetched tonal experiments,
sometimes afraid, in secret? Do they not fear an experience
like that of the painterwho, to produce a hitherto unknown
color, mixed up all the paints on his palette, only to meet
with the terrible disappointment of finding that he was
putting on his canvas a dirty, brownish-gray mass of color?

They talk about the enormous progress which the art of
orchestration has made, and often look slightingly on what
the older masters have done in it. But I declare that when
in a classical symphony I hear, for instance, a trumpet,
though its natural tones may be unskilfully applied, I always
have the impression of a particular tone-color: say, in this
case, red, and how glowing is this red, when, in a work of
Beethoven's or Mozart's, the trumpets cast their Olympian
gleam into the orchestra! In the newest music, however,
there can be no more question of a feeling for the tonal

(continued on next page)
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(Brahms, A Master of Instrumentation, continued)

colors, because we must take them almost all in at once. It
is as if a tonal kaleidoscope were being revolved with crazy
rapidity.

Pardon the unpoetic comparison that follows, but I can
find no other. An organism that is continually overloaded
with the richest food, finally revolts. The nerves of the ear
are different in no essential from those of the stomach; with
them, too, there must be a reaction if it keeps on.

And has not this reaction already begun?
What flourishes to-day in all quietness while the orches-

tral high tide is lashed more and more furiously? Chamber
music! One quartet organization after another is estab-
lished and finds its public delighting in these pure tones, in
this intimate communion of souls. When have so many
older works been successfully brought again to the light of
day as now? What gazes out at us from the distant past with
eyes more and mgre gleaming, stern as Moira, kindly as the
Messiah, speaking words whose lofty greatness we are only
just beginning to understand? It is the countenance of that
boldest of all, who knew so little of instrumental jokes,
before whose boldness the modern "geniuses" shrivel up
into pitiful nothing-the countenance of Bach. Who has at
last become a firm pillar irf our musical life, loved by his
friends, no more to be shaken by his enemies, in the midst
of the noisy self-mirroring of the great ones of the day? The
Brahms who "doesn't 'sound"'!

But how is it, then, with this "sounding"? Once more I
must digress and think of him who has been played off
against Brahms so foolishly as a counter-apostle, creating
bad blood and causing much injustice. The intoxicating,
luxurious, saturated tone ofWagner's orchestra, especially
in his works next preceding his last, is a continual hin-
drance to the full comprehension of his art work. All
sinking and lowering of the orchestra are in vain. It is
necessary to suppress the sound, even change the marks of
expression, if the performances are not time and again to
seem more like a conflict befween the instruments and the
singers than a unity of expression. "Cut the trombones out
of the second act!" cried Wagner in irritation to Levi, the
conductor, when, after a considerable interval he had
heard "Tristan" again in Munich. Wonderful, on the other
hand, is the transparent clearness of the "Parsifal" orches-
tra; still more wonderful is it that none of those who fancy
they are following in Wagner's footsteps have understood
the hint the master gave in this change out of the fullness
of his experience. In the opera of to-day the cry is always,
"Orchestra, orchestra, orchestra! Singers, look out for
yourselves as best you can!" Luxuriousness of orchestral
tone may thus be an error in a place where it injures a
passage important for the effect of the work, and also in
place where it does not belong at all. The latter consider-
ation applies to Brahms' music. Whoever takes the siren
tone of Wagner's orchestra as the standard for his instru-
mental feeling will certainly be sobered at first by Brahms.
A composition by Brahms, however, reorchestrated in
Wagner's style would present itself very much like a picture
by Albert Durer painted over in the style of Rubens.

A score of Brahms seems as if chiselled. Every note is
written down with the greatest artistic consciousness, with
strict self-control, and the mostfastidious choice and knowl-
edge of the material. Nothing is superfluous. Any addition,
even the change of a mark of expression, would be fully
avenged. Everything is thought out in the subtlest way and
presented with a ripeness of expression that must arouse
the highest admiration. Austere it often is, certainly; but
only in placeswhere a different, more sensuously charming
treatment of the orchestra would not fit with the musical
idea. When softer expressions of feeling appear then the
tone of the orchestra is often of an absolutely magical
beauty, though not in the Wagnerian sense. As in his
musical invention, so in his instrumentation, Brahms is a
masculine, chaste, introspective personality, averse to any
excess. In general he scorns the so-called "mixed colors"
and treats the instruments throughout individually. He
doubles them, as a rule, only when he sets whole groups
strongly against each other. Then their effect has the
appropriate power, and he attains, by wise treatment, a
fullness of tone that others cannot gain with all their
heaping up of mass effects. I recall in this connection the
brilliantfinale of the C Minor Symphony. Howwonderful,
on the other hand, is his skill in writing for solo instru-
ments: witness the little duet between oboe and clarinet in
the second movement of the C Minor Symphony, accompa-
nied by the violas and violins in syncopation; witness the
horn solo at the close of the second movement of the
Second Symphony, and the episode in 9-4 time in the first
movement of the Third Symphony. In what various forms
does he present his orchestra in the magnificent finale of
the E Minor Symphony, also from a purely musical point of
view one of the mightiest of Brahms' compositions! He
employs the trombones with wise reticence; but whoever
feels the magic of their soft entrance in the finale of the
First Symphony, while the united strings play tremolo,
pianissimo, and the horn intones amelodyofwhich Schubert
need not have been ashamed, will understand why, with
masterly continence, he does not allow the trombones to be
heard at all before this passage, however great the tempta-
tion was to do so. And the harp! This instrument, truly
abused to-day, ofwhich anyjourneyman demands the most
unreasonable impossibilities, Brahms uses almost never.
But how touching is the sound of its entrance in the first
and lastparts of the "German Requiem"; hard chords in the
second movement of this work, that autumnal song of
mortality, whose chief section gains a specially pale color
from Brahms' elsewhere very exceptional division of the
violas into three parts!

These examples are enough to show that the judgment
quoted at the beginning of this article, still pretty widely
expressed, is quite unfounded. To confute it entirely
should be the object of performances of Brahms' works, the
difficulty of which consists in the elaboration of all details
with the utmost clearness and a proper estimate of their
relative importance, at the same time preserving the large
outline; effacing nothing, exaggerating nothing, connect-
ing the utmost rhythmical clearness with an expressive
leading of the melodic line; in short, the entire avoidance

r--
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of the impressionism of soi-disanf genius, which so well
befits compositions whose object is essentially only to bring
out a more or less exciting noise.

I spoke just now of a reaction that might come, that must
come. Such a reaction is, perhaps, impending. From a
higher point of view, however, I would call it something
else. There is more than a mere reaction in the retrograde
movement which is evident to-day toward the old masters,
and of which I have mentioned some of the signs. It seems
to me that the conviction is gaining strength, gradually but
irresistibly, that every art, music included, must rest, not on
effects and strained efforts, but on beauty, substance, per-
fection of fomr, grandeur of conception, naturalness of
feeling and goodness of heart, such as often may be read in
every note of musical works of bygone periods. If the
achievements of modern technique were to be placed at
the service of these ideals rather than make an end and
object of themselves, and if music were no longer inartisti-
cally forced to tasks that belong to other arts, the waywould
be prepared fol a new epoch that would be no retrogres-
sion but a great progress: which would be nothing less than
a new birth, in the noblest sense of the word, the renais-
sance of our pure, high and noble art of music.

Brahms I name in a categorywith Bocklin and Spitteler.*
A certain conservative riature, that looks rather backward
than forward is undeniable in.him. With his exclusive,
serious, deep and noble character he forms a connecting
link befween the older great masters and the hoped-for
great masters of the future and a safeguard in the confusion
of the pre sent. I would call him the faithful Eckart of music.
No founder is he, but the prophet of that splendid renais-
sance as I see it in my dream; ar-rcl for that let him be called
blessed.

*rk**ry<

Felix Weingartner (1863-1942) did not begin his musi-
cal career as a Brahmsian. To the contrary, as a disciple of
Liszt and Wagner he found not to his taste many of the
musical mearls by rvhich Brahms projected his thoughts
and feelings through rnusic. As PeterJ. Rabinorvitz has
summarized, Weingartner "objected in particular to

lBrahms's] use of syncopation ('one part seems to go
limping after the other'), his combination of binary and
ternary rhythms, and his preference for phrases that center
on the fifih and the third of a chord while scrupulously
avoiding the tonic. . . . 'When I let Brahms's music act on me
insensibly,' he wrote with his usual passion in such matters,
'I feel the same powerless frigidiry that the doctor would
feel in rnaking himself try to put life back into the dissected
corpse."'

Brahms's approach to deploying his instrumental forces
in the symphonic works was the subject of criticism among
those of his contemporaries who valued highly a rich and
varied orchestral palette. Writing to his fellow countryman
Pablo Sarasate on 28 August 1878, Eduard Lalo (1823-92)
complained, "as for Brahms's orchestration, that is to me
the most stupef ing thing of all. He understands nothing
about choice of timbre, he orchestrates like a pianist; if one
*A Swiss painter and poet, respectively.

of us were to perpetrate anything so mediocre as profes-
sional orchestrators, we would say: My dear friend, you have
talent-but hurry back to school." On the other hand,

$otrIl ' lch Tchaikovsky (1840-93),who found in Brahms's
music "something dry, cold, vague, and nebulous. . . which
was repellent to Russian hearts, nevertheless recognized
the unity of musical content and orchestration in a style
that was "always elevated": "Unlike all our contemporary
musicians, he never has recourse to purely external effects;
he never attempts to astonish us, to strike us by some new
and brilliant orchestral combination" (diary entry, 1888).

In his memoirs Weingartner admitted that the original
version of his essay "Die Symphonie nach Beethoven" had
contained "some rather one-sided opinions which [did]
not dojustice to Brahms as an artist . . . Brahms, like every
other great personality, needed time before he made him-
self felt." Nevertheless, Weingartner recalled that even in
the mid-l880s, when he still knew little of Brahms's music,
he had observed after hearing the composer conduct the
Third Symphony in Leipzig that "Brahms's music was
imbued with an enduring force, destined to give battle to
the method inaugurated by Liszt of dissolving forms into
tonal descriptions and to deepen the contrast already
existing between two very different schools."

Weingartner also heard the composer conduct his Fourth
Symphony (and the Academic Festival Overture) at a
Beethoven-Brahms concert in Hamburg in the late 1880s
on which Hans von Bulow led performances of the
Coriolanus Overture and Eighth Symphony:

A good many people were of the opinion that Brahms was a
poor conductor. I knew litt le of his music at that t ime and the
general opinion had prejudiced me against him. At the concert,
however, I was most favourably impressed by his unassuming
appearance, his restrained movements and broad conceptions,
while Bulow's mercurial unrest had just the opposite effect on
me. My seat was so placed that I was able to watch Brahms's face.
His fine patriarchal head with its grey hair and his kindly, frank
blue eyes affected me profoundly.

On 3 April I 895 Weingartner conducted the second of a
series of three concerts presented in Vienna by the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra. To open the program he chose
Brahms's Second Symphony, of which he rvas "even then
very fond, though I had obstinately hardened my heart
against many of his works. " Upon arrival in Vienna he was
escorted by Brahms's younger colleague, the composer
Richard Heuberger, to call on the master at his apartment
on the Karlsgasse:

Brahms received me graciouslv, but yet seemed to cherish some
resentment against me, for, when the conversation turned on
the evening's programme, on which his Symphonv was followed
by Berlioz' Camaual Romain, he suddenly said in rather an
irritable way, "The first item will be played in vain, the public
won'twake up till your Berlioz comes." I felt hurt, but answered
quietly: "In any case equal attention will be paid to Brahms and
to Berlioz intl:'e execution." The answer seemed to please him, for
he turned kindly again and handed me, as if silently asking my
pardon, an enormous cigar wrapped in silver paper, which he
made me light at once, but which I only managed to smoke about

(continued on next page)
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(Brahms, A Master of Instrumentation, continued)

half-way. Shuffling along on knitted grey socks-he wore no
slippers-he proceeded to show me his well-stocked library, and
then the visit came to an end.

Weingartner's interpretation of the Symphony was very
much to the composer's liking. "I am pleased at the way my
piece is mirrored in your head, " he remarked to Weingartner
at a post-concert gathering in the cafe Zum roten lgel, ashe
warmly squeezed the conductor's hand. Brahms had risen
from his seat as Weingartner entered and remained stand-
ing until he sat down, a gesture which Heuberger saw as a
sign of Brahms's pleasure: "As a rule he doesn't stand up so
easily, once he has settled to his beer-he must have liked
it immensely." At lunch the next day, during an excursion
with Weingartner and the Berlin Philharmonic to
Schonbrunn, Brahms made a speech praising Weingartner's
conducting of the Second Symphony and saying he had
never heard the work played so beautifully as the evening
before. And in a letter to his Berlin publisher, Fritz
Simrock, on the 5th of April Brahms wrote:

Your Philharmonic has had it extremely good here in every
respect. They have played splendidly, and that is acknowledged
by public and critic in the most spirited and most cordial manner
possible. By far the best and most grati$ing was the second
evening under Weingartner, whose healthy, refreshing personal-
ity was uncommonly sympathetic. It began with my Symphony,
which he conducted quite splendidly by memory. Already after
the first movement the whole orchestra had to rise to the ap-
plause. The third movement had to be repeated. The perfor-
mance was quite wonderful.

Brahms hoped thatWeingartner could be enticed to move
to Vienna. "Walking arm in arm with me in the Schonbrunn
Park he said to me of his own accord that I really ought to
be in Vienna . . . 'I hope to see you soon again,' Brahms said
when we parted." Composer and conductor did meet once
more, for a convivial evening of banter and beer in Berlin,
in the company of the artistAdolf Menzel,JosephJoachim,
the cellist Robert Hausmann, and the other members of
theJoachim Quartet. By the time thatWeingartner and the
Berlin Philharmonic returned to Vienna, though, Brahms
lay on his bier and the orchestra performed the Tragic
Overture, the B e grribni s ge s an g, an d Be e thov en' s Eroi c a Sym-
phony in his memory.

George S. Bozarth

Discounted Publications for
ABS Members

TheAmerican Brahms Societyis pleased to be able to add
a new title ti its list of publications available to its members
at special discounted prices:

Gerd Nauhaus, ed. fhz Marnage Dfuria of RoM U Clna
Schumann. Translated, with a preface, by Peter Osnarald.
Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1993. $28.00 (reg.

$35.00), plus $3.00 shipping and handlings for the first
copy, $.50 for each additional copy, payable to Northeastern
University Press (check, money order, \TSA, MC, AmExp).

The following publications continue to be available to

ABS members at special discounted prices:

Johannes Brahms, Alto Rhapsodl, Op. 53.Introduction by Walter
Frisch. New York: The New York Public Library, 1983. $40.00 (reg.

$50.00), plus$8.00 (up to$50.00order) or$10 (over$50.00order)
for shipping and handling, payable to the New York Public Library
(check or money order only).

Johannes Brahms, "Feldeinsamkeit," Opus 86 Nr. 2: Faksimilz nach
d.em in Priaatbesitz befindlichen Autograph. Accompanying notes
(German and English) by Ernst Herttrich. Munich: G. Henle
Verlag, 1983. $44.f0 (reg. $49.00), plus $4.00 per order for ship
ping and handling, payable to Henle,/USA (chec.k, money order,
VISA. MC).

Johannes Brahms : The Henogenberg Comespond,ence. Translation
by Hannah Bryant (1909) of Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit
Heinrich und Elisabet u. Henogenbng (vols. I and 2 of Johannes
Brahms im Briefwechsel); reprint ed. with a new introduction by
Walter Frisch. New York: Da Capo Press, 1987. $41.60 (reg.

$52.00), payable to Da Capo Press (check, \'ISA, MC, AmExp).
Walter Frisch, Brahms and the Principlz of Dneltping Variation.

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984. $40.00 (reg. $50.00),
$12.80 paperback (reg. $16.00), plus sales tax (CA, NJ only) and

$3.00 for first copy, $.50 for each additional copy for shipping,
payable to California/Princeton Fulfillment Services (check,
\aISA, MC, AmExp).

Karl Geiringer, in collaboration with Irene Geiringer. Brahms:
His Ltfe and Work. New York: Da Capo Press, 1982. $l1.16 paper-
back (reg. $13.95), payable to Da Capo Press (check, \'ISA, MC,
AmExp).

Berthold Litzmann. Chra Schumnnn: An Artist's Life. 2 vols.
Translated and abridged by Grace E. Hadow; reprint edition, with
new introduction byElaine Brody. NewYork: DaCapo Press, 1979.

$87.60 (reg. $109.50), payable to Da Capo Press (check,VISA, MC,
AmExp).

Margit L. McCorkle. Brahms I'hematische-Bibliographisches
Werkueneichnis. Munich: G. Henle Verlag, 1984. $299.70 (reg.

$333.00), plus $4.00 shipping and handling per order, payable to
Henle,/USA (check, money order, VISA, MC).

Peter Ostwald. Schumann: The Inner Voiccs of a Musical C,enius.
Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1985. Paperbound. $12.76
(reg. $15.95), plus $3.00 for the first copy, $.50 for each additional
copy, for shipping, payable to the Northeastern University Press
(check, money order, \IISA, MC, AmExp).

Thomas Quigley.Johannes Brahms : An Annotated, Bibli;ograph.y of the
Litnature throu gh I 9 8 2. Met.ucl:,en, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc.,
1991. $63.60 (reg. $79.50), payable to The ScarecrowPress (check,
\aISA, MC). [Note: The Scarecrow Press makes a contribution to
the Karl Geiringer Scholarship Fund for each copy sold through
our Society.l

Nancy Reich. Clara Schumann: The Artist and the Woman Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1985. $31.16 hardcover (reg. $38.95),
$11.96 paperback (reg. $14.95), plus sales tax (NYstate only) and

$1.50 for shipping, payable to the Cornell University Press (check,
money order, \{ISA, MC, AmExp).

To take advantage of these discounts, please send your

order, with payment(s) by check, money order, or credit

card, as designated above, to the Society's oflice in Seattle;

you may use the order form in this Newsletter. All pay-

ments must be made in U.S. dollars and include shipping

and handing costs, as indicated. If purchasing with credit

card, please include your card number and expiration date.

We will veriS your membership in the Society and forward

your order to the appropriate publisher(s), who will send

the publication directly to you.
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Brahms in Boston

Emmanuel Music at the Emmanuel Church in Boston
(renowned for its weekly performance of Bach's cantatas) is
now completing the second season of is three-year series
presenting the complete vocal, piano, and chamber works of

Johannes Brahms. Thp Brahms Senar will total nventy-four
concerts before its close in May 1995. Performed in the
intimate Emmanuel Church Library (capacity 120) at4 p.-.
on Sunday afternoons-leaving ample time between Bach
and Brahms for a leisurely lunch and stroll around the Boston
Common-these concerts each feanrre a mixture of Lieder,
solo piano works, and chamber music. The roster of thirty-
three performers this season includes soprano Lorraine Hunt,
baritone Sanford Sylvan, the Lydian String Quartet, and
pianist Craig Smith, who is artistic coordinator of the series.
Two concerts remain in the current season: on May 2nd, the
songs Op. 70, the duets Op. 61, and a selection of the folksong
arrangements$anet Brown, soprano, and Gloria Raymond,
mezzmoprano, with Craig Smith) will be performed together
with the A minor Quartet, Op. 5l No. 2 ( the Lydian String

Quartet) ; and on May 23rd, the songs Op. 86 and the duets Op.
86 (MaryWestbrook4eha, mezzmoprano, Syhan, and Smith)
will be heardwith the A major Piano Qpartet, Op. 26 (Danielle
Maddon, Betty Hauck, Beth Pearson, and Michael Beattie).
The Emmanuel Church is located at 15 Newberry Street; for
tickets. call 61 7-53G.3356.

The American Brahms Society
School of Music, DN-l0
University of Washington
Seattle. WA 98195

Editor's Notes

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the American
Brahms Society, the Editor wishes to welcome to our group
of Corresponding Directors Professor Osamu Honda of
Toho Gakuen University and the Japan Brahms Sociery,
and Werner Hoppe, President of the Brahmsgesellschaft
Baden-Baden e.V. The relationship between the ABS and
the two Brahms societies which these new Corresponding
Directors represent have been very close and cordial; the
Executive Directors ofour three societies have corresponded
and exchanged publications, articles from the ABS News-
letters have been cited and at times reproduced in the
publications of our fellow societies, and members of these
societies have taken a special interest in the ABS (indeed,
twenty-one members of theJapan Brahms Socieq, are also
members of the ABS).

The Editor would also like to send the warmest greetings
and congratulations of the ABS to theJapan Brahms Soci-
ety on the occasion of its twentieth anniversary.

At the University ofWashington Tamara Friedman, Thane
Lewis, and David Wilcox assisted with the production and
distribution of this Newsletter.

TheEditorwelcomes articles, letters, and suggestions for
future Newsletters. Materials for the autumn issue should
be sent to her by I August 1994.

Virginia Hancock

rssN 8756-8357


